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To meet new requirements

Curriculum changes
reviewed by committee
by PAT COCHRAN
assistant editor
Curriculum
changes for
teacher certification that will
become effective Fall Term of
the 1974-75 school year are now
being reviewed by the Teacher
Education Committee. These
changes will be accordance with
the eight new objectives set forth
by the Oregon State Board of
Higher Education.
Headed by Montana Rickards
of the Humanities department,
the Teacher Education Com
mittee is reviewing the policy by
which departmental change will
occur.
It is hoped that change on the
departmental level will incor
porate the work of faculty,
students, and teachers of the
particular subject area who
teach in the public schools. The
Teacher Education committee is

composed of faculty Senate
members and three students.
Skip Mason, OCE Placement
Director and Assistant Dean of
Faculty outlined the proposed
areas of change, carefully noting
that these changes are basically
core concepts. Those new ob
jectives are:
+ Teacher education in
stitutions will be able to waive
part of all of the current course
requirements in accordance with
individual candidate's previous
experience and demonstrated
competency.
+ The eiementary training
program will include grades K-9
(kindergarten through ninth
grade), and the secondary
program will include grades 5-12.
Both programs will give more
overall emphasis to the teaching
of reading and the development
of individual diagnosis and

Name for OCE
no simple matter
by ROB CRAWFORD
feature editor

A name change for OCE?
The very suggestion conjures
images of our dauntless little
institution
shedding
old
priorities, donning the gilded
cloak of modernity, and forging
boldly ahead into new vistas of
education
with
doctoral
programs in Candle Sculpture
and Direct Distance Dialing. . .
In reality,the situation is
somewhat less romantic and
considerably less earthshaking.
According to Dr. Bert Kersh,
OCE Dean of Faculty, much of
the present interest in a name
change is misdirected; any name
change at the present time would
entail a name change and nothing
else.
Although considerable effort is
underway to expand the existing
curriculum at OCE, Dr. Kersh
states that a name change
[ . .won't influence that one
whit. . ."
Then why bother? According to
Dr. Kersh, the main issue is that
of accurate representation -there is some feeling that the
name "Oregon College of
Education" slights non-education
programs at the school and in
general fails to convey a valid
image.
Some faculty members, says
Dr. Kersh, feel that dropping
"Education" from the school's
name would help to draw
students previously discouraged

by the emphasis on that field
implied in the present name -other faculty members feel that
the school might lose some
prospective students who are
attracted by the implied
specialization in education.
There are those, also, who feel
that changing the name wouldn't
make any difference - some
students would be attracted and
some discouraged, with the net
result being no change in
enrollment.
All consequences
aside,
however, the actual process of
changing the name is no simple
matter.
If faculty dissent is resolved
and the majority desire a name
change, the action goes up for
approval to the Chancellor of the
State System
of
Higher
Education. In the event of his
approval, the proposal must be
passed by the State Board of
Higher Education. Finally, with
the Board's okay, the matter is
decided by the State legislature.
Although a committee has been
appointed to determine whether
faculty feeling is strong enough to
warrant a final vote and all the
ensuing red tape, research has
not yet begun.
According to Prof. A1 Redsun, a
committee-member, the planned
study of similar actions at other
schools and the eventual reports
to and polling of the faculty may
take "a couple of years".

OCE's IK's are
sponsoring a
haunted house
Friday and Saturday.
Page 12.

performance objectives.
+ In training and licensing
school administrators,
professional skills, education and
experience not directly related to
or contigent upon teaching ex
perience, or training as a
classroom teacher, will be
considered.
+ Teachers and administra
tors will be given better
preparation for working with
students from diverse cultural
and ethnic backgrounds.
4Teachers
and
ad
ministrators will be exposed to
the concepts of career education
and the relationship of careers to
the schooling process.
4- Health education will be
separated
from
physical
education in that a special
program to train health
education teachers (K-12) will be
established.
+ The current heavy emphasis
on literature in the language arts
has been changed to give equal
emphasis to written and oral
communication skills and
literature.
+ Science and social science
teachers will receive more
training to environmental areas.
It is mandatory that Oregon
College of Education submit a
revised program in order to
maintain State approval of their
recommended teacher cer
tifications. Review by the Board
of Education will follow during
the school year of 1973-74. The
changes will be implimented into
the curriculum during the 1974-75
school year.

Senator Mark O. Hatfield makes a point Tuesday during his talk
in the Oregon Room of the College Center. Nearly 100 people
heard the incumbent senator speak.

Grads first

Pre-registration Oct. 31
It is already time to begin to
think about pre-registration for
winter term, especially if you are
a graduate student or senior. The
processing of schedules begins
October 30 and continues until
November 30.
The first step in pre-registering
is to pick up a schedule of classes
from the registrar's office if you
don't already have one. In this
you will find, as well as the
schedule of classes for the year,
the schedule for pre-registration.
The second step is to confer with
your advisor to be sure that the
classes you request fit into your
program. You should then fill out
your schedule completely (using
the "course request form") and,
after checking the bulletin board
in the Administration Building

for closed classes, leave the
schedule in the appropriate
container near Ad 108 by 8:00
a.m. on the day in which it is to be
processed. The schedules are not
to be turned in more than one day
in advance of scheduled
processing.
The first people who are to preregister are graduate students.
Those whose last name begins
with the letters M through Z
should have their schedules in by
October 30. The graduate
students with last names
beginning with the letters A
through L should have their
schedules turned in as follows:
The schedule for the rest of the
students is as follows:
Seniors-A through C on
November 1, D through H on

'Red Balloon May Apple Review'
is coming. Page 4.
Next week: A
look at the
Monmouth City
Library.

November 2, I through M on
November 3, N through SI on
November 6, and Sm through Z
on November 7.
Juniors-A through C on
November 8, D through H on
November 9, I through M on
November 10, N through SI on
November 13, and Sm through Z
on November 14.
Sophomores-A through C on
November 15, D through H on
November 16, I through M on
November 17, N through SI on
November 20, and Sm through Z
on November 21.
Freshman--A through C on
November 22, D through H on
November 27, I through M on
November 28, N through SI on
November 29, and Sm through Z
on November 30.

Faculty reacts to term papers for sale
by DAVID WATKINS

In case you haven't noticed, the
last two editions of the Lamron
have carried an advertisement
from Termpaper Arsenal, Inc., in
Los Angeles. Last week, I was
talking to some members of the
faculty, and in the course of the
conversation, some opinions
were expressed against the
practice of purchasing term
papers.
It was mentioned at the staff
meeting last week, and it was the
general opinion that 1) the ads
that the paper carries do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of
the paper, 2) there have been no
dissenting opinions expressed
from the faculty or students, and
3) it is an ad, and ads bring in
money which allow us to publish
etc.
Well, this week, the editor
received the following two letters
expressing personal opinions
about the availability of term
papers for sale:
To the Editor,
In at least two past issues of
Lamron II, I've seen an ad
vertisement entitled: "Term
Papers." It offers that term
papers can be done for the
student for a buck. I'm no prude,
but I think this stinks.
It's an unfair ripoff to people
who work their ass off for the
same grade. This ad is out of its
element in a school of higher
learning; where students are
supposed to get an education, not
a cheap form of back alley
education.
Grant Koch
12495 Sunnyview Rd
Salem
To the Editor,
In the last two issues of your
paper you have printed a small
two by two advertisement which,
I feel, is contrary to honest
education and learning in this
school.
It states "Termpapers - send

for your descriptive, up-to-date
128-page mail order catalog of
2,300 quality termpapers. En
close $1.00 to cover postage and
handling. We also write custommade papers. Termpaper Ar
senal, Inc. - Address, 'We need a
local salesman'."
The ad obviously is en
couraging students to "solve"
their homework problem by
paying someone else to do their
work for them. I feel this is in
fringing on the unwritten con
tract between the student and his
prof, that of honest work for an
honest grade. The student who
takes advantage of such a
company is cheating the other
students in his class - his com
petitors doing their own work.
However, as long as there are
grades, there will be advan
tageous students willing to cheat,
and other people willing to make
money off of them. That is
inevitable. But I find it highly
offensive that our school paper,
supposedly representing honesty
in education, would promote such
a company through their paid
advertisements, making the
dishonest student's fraud all that
easier. Next time someone buys
an ad, watch what our paper is
supporting.
Sincerely,
Carol Kellogg
Sp. 7 545 S. Warren
Monmouth
So I figured that if the students
have a point of view, so does the
faculty and staff (pretty good
thinking, huh?). And con
sequently, I went out after that
opinion.
I had expected everyone to say
something on the order of "It's
plagerism -- I'd flunk any student
I caught doing it," but that wasn't
always the case. The answers I
received were all somewhat
different in point of view and / or
approach to the situation.
When I approached each
person, I outlined the facts and
asked for an opinion concerning

the availability of term papers
through a catalog. These opinions
are given first. Then I aked a
specific question: "In
a
hypothetical situation in which
you had assigned a term paper,
and a student turned in one which
somehow you knew had been
purchased from a place such as
Termpaper Arsenal, what would
your reaction be and' or what
would you do?" Their replies to
this question are given after this
symbol Q.
The people interviewed are
listed alphabetically. Their
answers are paraphrased to
reflect what I heard them saying,

TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENR0CK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493
"We need a local salesman"

JAeVOltlllg mess.,
Dear Editor :
The time is 9:45 a.m. and John,
Fred, Joe and Ted have just
gotten out of class. "Let's go
down for a cup," are the first
words John has uttered all
morning. The four of them leave
the building and head for the
coffee shop as some students do
with an hour to kill before their
next class.
Ted buys the first round and
they find an empty table; or at
least one with only a few dishes
on it. While seated in the coffee
shop, Alice and Mary join the
group -- each with a cup of coffee
and a saucer containing a
doughnut.
Seeing the pastries Joe and
Fred excuse themselves from the
discussion to go get another cup
of coffee and a roll. When they
return the topic has changed to
the deploreable mess in which
they are seated - i.e. the other
tables strewn with cups, trays/
saucers and silverware.
As the time for class
approaches they leave not only
the coffee shop, but also the 6
cups, 4 saucers, 3 spoons, and 2
forks of their coffee break on the
table; not to mention the mess
left by those before them.
I am not saying students should
be responsible for the messes
others have left on a table but
they should at least have the
manners, decency or whatever
one wants to call it, to clear their
own dishes when they leave after
Page 2

a CUP

°f coffee, lunch, or that
coke in the afternoon.
Ray Milburn
P.S. This letter was written on
the same table on which John,
Fred, Joe, Ted, Mary and Alice
left their dishes.

Tutors anyone?
A program has been launched
on campus to assist students
needing tutors in subjects who
perhaps feel they might falter, or
who cannot grasp in total all of
the input for a sounder con
ceptual regurgitation. However,
the problems are manifold and
seem to keep heightening as each
morning 9-12 becomes an even
more trying dilemma. First, the
gentlemen (I humbly regard
myself in such egocentric attitudinal expression) who is
running the program is not
always available, and is con
stantly running amuck plural
opposition; (the meaning to the
aforementioned statement need
not alarm my "cottage con
stituents"). Secondly when
someone comes in either to tutor,
or in need of a tutor, the said
gentleman, again, is usually
deviating from the norm and
assigned stipulations for a more
candid comic confrontation with
nature...this is nebulous to the
reader!
And so, if it would be per
missible, I would very much like
to meet with all interested tutors,
tutorees, those whom I have
already talked with, and those
interested bodies, for an informal
chat about the program, what it
is supposed to be doing, what has

Dr. Gary Huxford, Humanities
Department.
"If the purpose of education is
to subvert the system, then...But
I feel that education is regarded
as having integrity, then I think"
buying a term paper "is a pretty
raunchy idea." If the flexability
to negotiate the terms for com
pleting the course is introduced
into the course at the start, then
the student should make an effort
to use that flexability to work out
an alternative to doing the paper,
rather than buying one. But if it is
a contract, then the student
should live up to that contract by
doing his own work.
Q. "I would fail the student if
the grade depended on the paper.
I wouldn't accept the paper."

and they are quoted wherever
possible.

Dr. David Jennings, Science
Department.
"I don't feel students should
Dr. Dennis Eddings, Humanities buy term papers."
Department.
Q. "I would think that the
The use of a purchased term student had not fulfilled the
paper is "illegal and immoral. requirement." I'd call him in and
It's
a
form
of
blatent talk it over, and "I'd see at that
plagerism. . .the
idea
of point if there was some reason
education is to learn, and you able alternative," have him do it
sure as hell can't learn by over or something. A student who
copying someone else!"
does that isn't being honest about
Q. "I would flunk him -- it's
the assignment. He should come
plagerism."
to me and say that he feels that
Dr. Art Glogau, Education and the paper isn't reasonable, in
stead of buying one to try and fill
Psychology Departments.
Q. I'd call the student in and the requirement.
"I assign learning
ex
talk it over with him. If the
assignment specified original periences" which occassionally
research, then I wouldn't accept are term papers. If assigned, I
the paper. If the paper was just would expect the student to do it
assigned as a learning ex himself. He would probably
perience, it's possible that the "suffer some grade penalty at the
student learned from the pur- end of the term."

letters: the people's forum
F>

chased paper. In that case it
might be all right.
Roger Hediger, President,
ASOCE
If a student can't do his own
work, he'll order one, or get one
somehow. I wouldn't buy one. I
suppose "it's a necessary service
for those who don't have the
mental capacity to do it on their
own." I'm basically against it.

been done, and perhaps a for
mulating of a few objectives,
Monday Oct. 30 at 6:30 p.m.
I apologize for not being
available and not pursuing the
program with 100 percent energy,
but bereft of any substantially
necessary charisma, dividing
loyalties, shy and inured to
sophisticated gainsay, has left
me,
indeed,
a
prune
derivative..The program is
necessary. It has the potential of
helping a lot of people, and I am
resigned to accept the expertise
of others affirmation for a
theoretical venture into more
than a comical confrontation with
nature.
So, to you readee, I implore
that we have a meeting of the
minds, and gather good stock for
fall grades (this is loquacious
sequepedelian verbiage-b.s.).
Also, contrary to the flyers
hidden in obscure buildings (told
you I was shy) the program is for
all students, minority especially,
but for all you regular people too!
Alexander Newton

Skip Jones, graduate student on
the staff.
"The students who would buy a
term paper will get one, one way
or another." When you get out
into a competitive business, it'll
sort them out, so the people who
buy papers are "just cheating
themselves." "It's no real ser
vice to the students, just to the
people getting the money for the
papers."
Stan Kenyon, Registrar.
"It's optional; up to the
individual student; a personal
decision. I personally wouldn't
use them. The people who use
them would have to put up with
the consequences."
Q. "I don't know, I'm not in that
situation. I would tend to be
negative about it."
Dr. Merle Keesey, Education and
Psychology Departments.
"Horrified!"
Q. "I'd flunk him, if I had the
proof."
Richard Meyer, Humanities
Department.
I would expect most people
would condemn it. "Maybe the
problem exists because of the

START YOUR DAY WITH BREAKFAST
AT

THE CORNERSTONE INN
-MONMOUTH AT MAINTHEN ENJOY
HAMBURGERS-FRIES-SHAKES
CHICKEN BASKET-CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
AND MUCH MORE
IN AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT

academic structure, if the
students feel a need to do
this.
Q. "If I got one -- I wouldn't
accept the paper as legitimate
work. I'd treat it the same as
plagerized material --1 wouldn't
accept it, I wouldn't grade it, I'd
return it," or have him do it over.
John
Nance,
Psychology
Department.
We combat that somewhat in
the psychology department. The
department "has a file of all
papers turned in on a subject, so
the students have a guide to see
how others have reacted to the
same subject."
Buying a term paper is
something that's "been around
for a long time. It's a time saver.
It's ultimately like buying a
degree. And in our society, the
degree has value in and of itself,
apart from the effort put into
getting the degree."
"If people cheat, it's their
problem. As I see it, a teacher's
function is to open up and offer
learning and growth experiences,
not guard against cheaters." By
using a purchased term paper, a
student is "cheating himself out
of a growth experience. The term
paper isn't as important as the
learning experience it should
reflect."
"I look on it as cheating, same
as cheating on an exam."
Q. "I'd call in the student and
talk it over with him, to find out
why
what was the object. I
wouldn't fail the student, but I
wouldn't accept the paper."
George Slawson, Humanities
Department.
"If the kind of papers that are
assigned are the ones that could
be mass produced - then the
assignment is worthless --"
"The system is corrupt, and if
the student finds a way to use the
system to defeat the system,
well, I think it's kind of ironic.
Q. "Like any other kind of
absolute cheating -- I'd flunk him
for plagerism."
The above opinions, I'm sure,
don't represent the overall point
of view of the entire faculty and
staff, nor do I pretend to have
talked to enough people to have
received an "adequate sam
pling" or even an "accurate
cross-section" of all the possible
points of views.
Each person's answers are his
own, and they reflect how he felt
on that day. It doesn't mean that
if a student were to turn in such a
paper, he would be treated in the
manner outlined, because, lme
all opinions, they're subject to
change.
The impression that I got from
talking to each person was that
the sale of term papers was a
problem, not a solution, and
anyone using a purchased term
paper and representing it as his
own work was, in one way or
another, in violation of tn
student / teacher
relationship'
and generally defeating his own
purpose for being in school.
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Politics

Is it true,
Thieus through?
by LONN SWANSON
Last week, while Nixon and
McGovern were trading charges
of continuing the war and
hampering peace in regard to the
Vietnam conflict, the only clearcut campaign topic left to a
cynical American public, Viet
namese President Nguyen Van
Thieu was considerably worried.
With the North Vietnamese
troops threatning on the outskirts
of Saigon, much of Thieu's
worries have come from trying to
direct the defense of the capital
city. But this is not entirely the
case, since Thieu realizes that the
outcome of the American election
this year will definitely
drastically influence the future of
his country, and more important
ly, his future as president.
No, it isn't that Thieu believes
that George McGovern will be
elected and therefore be given
the opportunity to abandon South
Vietnam and its leaders. In fact,
he's probably as confident of
McGovern's defeat as most
Americans are.
But Thieu's position is not
unlike that of many of us in the
American electorate, in that he
feels he really doesn't have any
choice. No matter who wins the
election, he (Thieu) loses.
Why the concern by the South
Vietnamese president over
Nixon's re-election? Well, the
answer to that question is already
beginning to unfold. For in recent
days, Henry Kissinger, the
president's jaunting German

Jew, has been holding intense
negotiations
with
the
representatives of the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong
delegations.
And
these
negotiations
probably include a discussion of
concessions that are much more
'watered down' than Thieu's
demands would be.
Thieu's recent troubles began
when Kissinger went to Paris
earlier this month for the
beginning of some of the most
well-known 'secret' talks ever
held. Kissinger reportedly had
his difficulty in his first meetings
with Le Due Tho, the Vietnamese
representative, and it was only
after a couple of weeks of
unknown American 'persuasion'
that Kissinger returned to Paris
to find the North Vietnamese
ready to seriously negotiate. (I
might add that one opinion of the
reason why the North Viet
namese experienced this quick
change of heart is that the Hanoi
regime would rather agree to a
pre-election agreement than risk
the prospect of a re-elected Nixon
bombing the North indefinitely.)
At that time, the two sides
reportedly exchanged thoughts
on what should be included in a
Vietnamese peace agreement.
The Americans apparently
wanted assurances that a) there
would be no punitive massacre of
the South Vietnamese if the
Americans withdrew, b) all
American POW's would be
released unharmed, c) an

ALTERNATIVE FEATURES SERVICE

internationally-supervised cease
fire would be a pre-requisite to
any American activity, and d), a
promise that the coalition
government proposed by the Viet
Cong would not be communistdominated and thrown out after a
couple of years. And finally,
while not mentioned directly at
the
talks,
the
Nixon
Administration certainly would
like to get a settlement that
doesn't make Nixon look like he's
'sold out to the communists'.
Meanwhile, Kissinger found
the North Vietnamese just as
concerned about making sure
that the proposed peace plan
doesn't leave them holding the
short end of the stick. They
wanted the assurance that a),
they would be able to form a
tripartite (of three parties)
government of communist,
nationalist
and neutralist
makeup, b), the U. S. or South
Vietnam would not bomb the
communist regime and the in
dustries of North Vietnam, c),
they would be able to retain the
territories they now hold, and d),
that the U. S. "would abandon the
traitor Nguyen Van Thieu."

This last point seems to be the dered banners placed around
major stumbling block in the Saigon
saying
that
his
American-North Vietnamese countrymen do not want a threetalks, and naturally, it is the one party government and he again
that happens to bother Thieu the said that his proposal to hold free
most!
elections under international
When it was first announced supervision was the only ac
that these talks held in Paris ceptable alternative as far as a
were making some headway settlement is concerned.
towards a settlement, Thieu was
Kissinger, meanwhile, spent a
described as being "very great deal of time returning to
uptight" and subsequently the Presidential Palace in Saigon
cancelled his meetings with this past week to meet with
American
A m b a s s a d o r Thieu. The results have been
Ellsworth Bunker to talk things unknown, but the speculations
over with some of his close aides. are many. A Vietnam settlement
After doing this, Thieu decided to within ten days, an imminent
tell Kissinger, who had just been ceasefire, a coalition govern
flown in by the President to check ment,
and
many
other
on the degree of Thieu's ob- possibilities have been exploited
stinancy in refusing to resign, by the press; to the joy of the
that a tripartite government was Republican Party of the U. S.
a communist scheme to dissolve political world.
his country's National Assembly
But Nguyen Van Thieu seems
to be tugging on his puppetand Constitution.
strings, and unless the Nixon
While it is not known whether government is prepared to
Kissinger has actually asked 'persuade' him before the
Thieu to resign, Thieu's actions American election -- by cutting
this past week seemed to indicate off all the millions of American
that the President will refuse to aid we give his country - then an
abandon the political promises he end to the war isn't really near at
has made to his people. He or all.

Lamron 2 news synopsis
NATIONAL - INTERNATIONAL
Milan Italy - Striking airplane
workers held 155 passengers
aboard a plane after it had landed
at the Malpensa Airport, in a
protest for higher pay. The
passengers were freed after
several hours when a judge
signed a court order to allow the
travelers to disembark.
Tel Aviv, Israel - Israeli
warplanes staged a surprise raid
on Palestinian guerrilla bases in
Lebanon and Syria, as part of a
new pledge to "hit the terrorists
wherever they are."
In the past the Israelis have
only made such radio in response
to a guerrilla provocation-like the
killings at the Olympic Games in
Munich-but Premier Golda Meir
said these new raids were
intended to "make the terrorists
conscious that Jewish blood
cannot be spilled without any
reaction."
Big Sur, California - Some 300

Work-study
jobs needed
Jobs are urgently needed for
students who are funded for the
College Work-Study Program. If
your department has an opening,
please call Celina Campbell in
the Financial Aids Office, ext. 475
or 476.
Students funded for WorkStudy will have 80 per cent of
their wages paid by the federal
government through their
financial aid. Participating
departments need contribute
only the other 20 per cent of those
wages. Where else can you get so
much help for so little money?!
We'll be waiting to hear from
you.

homeowners fled their homes as
rivers of mud caused by
torrential rains falling on areas
where forest fires have destroyed
the vegetation, buried a dozen
homes and threatened many
more. No injuries were reported,
but authorities were estimating
the mud damage would exceed
$500,000.
Chicago - Eight young blacks,
al members of a group called the
Mau Maus, were taken into
custody and charged with the
murders of nine whites in four
different Illinois communities
during the past six months. Cook
County Sheriff Richard Elrod
termed the killings "senseless",
since the victims were chosen at
random, with no apparent
motives.
Juneau, Alaska - A week-long
search for a lost plane carrying
House Majority Leader Hale
Boggs of Louisiana, Alaska' sole
U. S. Representative Nick
Begich, and two others, failed to
find the men. Even though the
men have been missing for over a
week, experienced pilots claim
that they still have a good chance
of survival, providing they lived
through the crash.
Moscow - The Russians have
agreed to a sweeping trade
package with the United States,
which includes paying a $722
million debt the Soviets ac
cumulated on the World War II
Lend-Lease Program.
Santiago, Chile - Troubles
continued to mount for Chile's
Marxist President Salvador
Allende, as the country's antiMarxist foes threw their support
behind the nation's striking
truckers. Several crippling
strikes, plus a 50 per cent drop in
the price of copper, Chile's
leading expoert item, have put
the nation on the brink of a major
internal crisis.
Cincinnati, Ohio - The Oakland
A's edged the Cincinnati Reds 3-2
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in the final game of the 1972
World Series, to win the series,
four games to three. Gene
Tenace, an Oakland catcher
playing in his first world series,
drove in nine. of Oakland's 16
series runs and was named the
Most Valuable Player.
STATE:
Aumsville - A fire swept
through a rural home here,
killing two young brothers, ages
ten and twelve. The parents and
six other members of the family
escaped unharmed.
Salem - Jacob Tanzer the State
Human Resources Director, told
a group of 200 angry women at
the Capitol that he still plans to
cut child care by $2.3 million this
year. He disagreed with charges
that the 4-C (Community Coor
dinated Child Care) Program
was being unfairly singled out to
bear the brunt of a $4.6 millin
cutback in federal social ser
vices, caused by the new
revenue-sharing
program's
limitation on social service
grants to state and local
governments; but admitted that
with the cutback the child care
services would be only 15 per cent
of what they were earlier this yer
financially.
Portland - Funeral services
were held last week for 27-yearold wrestler Rick Sanders, a twotime Olympic silver medalist and
one of Oregon's best known
athletes. Sanders and a woman
companion were killed in Skopje,
Yugoslavia, when the car they
had hitchhiked a ride in crashed
into a loaded bus.
Portland - OSPIRG, the Oregon
Student Public Interest Research
group, accused Portland General
Electric of promoting a wasteful
use of electricity by focing small
user to subsidize larger
customers. OSPIRG also charged
that PGE does not have a rational
method of setting their rates.
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OSPIRG OPEN HOUSE
Oct 28, 1972 - 7-10 p.m.
500 No. 1 Jay Lane
(Behind Courtway Apts.)
Yellow
Apts.
Monmouth Ave.
Knox St. N.
Pacific Highway

STATE BOARD MEETING
Willamette Room College Center
10:00 a.m. Oct 29th
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Pioneer of sexual revolution speaks

Three new
humanities
courses offered
Students registering for Winter
Quarter classes may find of in
terest
several
Humanities
courses never before offered at
OCE.
English 306 - Contemporary
Social Interests in Literature -will focus in its initial offering on
the literature of the American
Indian as it has been written,
translated and recorded. Taught
by Dr. Montana H. Rickards,
Associate
Professor
of
Humanities, Education and a
nationally-known expert on
American Indian culture, the
course will treat the literature of
many American Indian tribes
and
nations
through
an
examination of autobiographies,
poetry, novels, and the orations
of great Indian leaders.
Of special interest to students
with speech and or journalism
interests, as well as to other
students with an interest in the
mass media, will be a new course
in Fundamentals of Broadcasting
(Sp 241). The course, to be taught
by Assistant Professor of Human
ities Robert Page, will treat such
features as the historical and
social impact of broadcasting in
America and the organization of
the broadcasting industry. In
addition, it will emphasize
projects in radio and television
production
and
recording
procedures, utilizing studio
equipment, films and tapes,
guest lecturers, and field trips.
Under the SEEK program, by
which students may earn credit
in special courses not a part of
the "regular" curriculum, a
special seminar has been
scheduled on The Velikovsky
Revolution (Hum 407K). Inter
disciplinary in approach, it will
examine the theories of Immanuel Velikovsky and their
relationship to modern mythic
analysis, history, psychology,
and the sciences. The seminar
will be conducted by Assistant
Professor of Humanities Tom
Ferte, a personal friend and
correspondent of Velikovsky's,
who recently participated as an
"invited scholar" in a special,
international
Velikovsky
symposium sponsored by Lewis
& Clark College.
Humanities
majors
and
minors,
especially
those
preparing
for
secondary
teaching, are reminded that
Winter Quarter will see a repeat
of the highly-successful Hum 407
seminar in The Theory and
Practice of Teaching Com
position. The only prerequisite of
the course is successful com
pletion of Writing 414, but
enrollment is limited to 15
students. Further information on
this seminar may be obtained
from its instructor, Assistant
Professor of Humanities Richard
Meyer.

Christine Jorgensen

Small forensics team
fares well in two meets
The OCE Forensics team,
under the direction of Mr. Marion
Rossi, Assistant Professor of
Humanities, has innaugurated its
current season with two im
pressive showings at area
tournaments.
On Oct. 13-14 a total of 16 OCE
students participated in the
Lewis and Clark College In
vitational Tournament in Por
tland. Considering the fact that 29
separate two-and four-year
colleges in the Pacific Northwest
sent teams to the tournament, it
is no wonder that the OCE
contingent is justifiably proud of
its 1st place overall sweepstakes
award.
Individual award winners who
made the 1st place sweepstakes
possible were : Malcolm Koch -2nd place senior interpretation
and 3rd place senior oratory
Curt Martin -1st place juniororatory; Terry Carlisle - 2nd
place junior expository speaking •
Joe Medley - 3rd place juniorinterpretation; Colleen Gaskill ~

VOTE, Nov. 7!
If you

not registered
're

in Monmouth, write
for an absentee ballot now.

3rd place junior expository
speaking; and Andrea Kleave 4th place junior extemporaneous
speaking.
One week after the Lewis &
Clark tourney, on Oct. 20-21, the
OCE team again made a strong
showing, this time at the Pacific
University Invitational Tour
nament where a total of 22 teams
participated. The efforts of 17
OCE students contributed to a
2nd place overall sweepstakes
award. Individual awards were
as follows: Jane Berry and Lynn
Black - 1st place women's team
debate; Terry Carlisle - 1st place
jr. men's expository speaking;
Colleen Gaskill -2nd place sr.
women's expository speaking;
Carol Edgerton - 3rd place jr.
women's oratory and 4th place jr.
women's expository speaking;
Marianne Ribble -4th place jr.
women's interpretation and 4th
place jr. women's expository
speaking (tie with Edgerton);
and Pat Lien - 4th place jr.
women's oratory.
Next competition on the docket
for the OCE Forensics team will
be special debate tournament to
be held on the campus of the
University of Oregon, Eugene,
Nov. 3-4.

|
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urinealysis tests for 2V2 years
before actual surgery began. A
Danish physician, Dr. Christian
"I can't believe I did the whole Hamburger, handled the testing
thing,"
laughed
Christine and surgery, which began with
Jorgensen as she began her talk castration in 1951, penection in
here last Wednesday. And 1952, and skin grafts later in '52.
The news of the. operation hit
apparently neither did the
audience as nearly 700 filed into the papers Dec. 1, 1952 and the
the Pacific Room to hear the life of Christine Jorgensen has
world's first sex change "set the never been the same, "I was
furious when I found out that the
record straight."
Dressed in an ebony pants suit information had been leaked."
and topped by a matching short- she said. "And I wasn't surprised
billed hat that covered much of when I found out in 1966 that a
her thin blond locks, Christine relative had received $200 for
drifted from subject to subject as giving the information to a
easily as her ringed fingers newspaper."
flitted through the air.
The sudden publicity put
Speaking with the graveled tremendous pressures on her
tones of a sophisticated Phyllis family, but they apparently
Diller, the ex-GI talked about her responded well. "I lived with
family, the army, sexual theory, them between 1953 and 1962," she
and her sex change operation. quipped.
"There
was no
She
answered
additional generation gap in our house."
questions about the operation
Christine
still
takes
procedure, women's lib, and the medication, the same hormones
gay liberation movement.
required by women who must
The 46-year-old Miss Jorgensen undergo a hysterectomy. And
was born in New York City in 1926 except for the inability to con
to what she called "an average ceive a child, she possesses all
American family." Christened the physical characteristics and
"George" by her parents, she capabilities of a mature woman.
grew up as a very effeminate
In answer to a question about
young man.
her previous potency as a male,
"During my teenage years, I Miss Jorgensen stated that she
discovered homosexuality but it doubted if her male organs were
didn't fit my way of thinking," mature enough to father a child.
she said. Instead, she was unable
Why the name Christine?
to understand or explain some of "Because my doctor's name was
her feelings toward females or Christian and I like the name
males.
Christine," she said.
Following a brief stint in the
On
women's
liberation,
army during World War II (("It Christine thinks it has many
was good for me and I did get an good features. "However, I think
honorable discharge"), Christine most of the very radical libbers
was determined to find out more are not only for women but antiabout her body.
man. I think we need to start a
A book called The Male Hor mens' liberation movement, it's a
mone by Paul Duruf convinced combination thing.
her that her problem was not
"Gay liberation is a marvelous
psychological but physiological. thing,"
she
continued.
Miss Jorgensen believes that the "Everyone should be liberated."
maleness or femaleness of any
She stated that there are nearly
individual is a matter of degrees. 40 gender-identity clinics in the
Some males are more male or United States to serve the lk of 1
more female than others and vica per cent of the population that is
versa.
believed to be transsexual.
According to Miss Jorgensen,
Miss Jorgensen has never had
she had a female sexual identity any desire to have children and
and a male body.
feels she leads a full life. "I'm an
The
whole
sex
change avid gardener," she said. "And I
operation, the first in the world's think that my days in the night
history, was performed over a club business were fantastic."
period of three years. Much of the
But most importantly for this
initial research on sex change George turned Christine, she did
type operations was still being her own thing. "It's a great
formulated at the time Christine philosophy and I did my own
underwent surgery.
thing when it wasn't really
She
underwent
daily popular to do so."
by MIKE HAGLUND
lamron 2 editor
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Nebulous areas of SEEK clarified

.
9
1. How are SEEK courses originated
A student or possibly a faculty member
comes to the committee with an idea. We
help pattern that idea into something
useful on an academic level. We then
assist in completing the various forms and
requirements and in a sense petition for
approval.
2. Isn t there a need for more stringent
procedures to govern this project?
No! As the procedures now stand, each
class must have the approval of at least
five offices. A member of the faculty must
either teach or sponsor the class. In ad
dition, each class must have the approval
of the affected Dept. Chairman, the SEEK
Committee, and Dean Kersh. To gain this
approval a class must meet the
requirements set by the Chancellor's of
fice in the open-ended courses such as
(407) seminar, (402) workshop, etc. If
these requirements are not met, then the
Chancellor s personal OK is mandatory.
As if this were not enough, the committee
is designing an evaluation format to be
used on each course, and its results will be
presented to the Dept. Chairmen.
We feel that the SEEK program is too
vital to the college community to be
jeopardized by any loss of academic
credibility.
3. Is there any advisory board of faculty
and students?
At the time this question was asked the
only members of the committee were
students. However, the committee has
only been functional since July, and the
possibility of presentation to the faculty
was not available until this fall. Now,
however, three faculty members are on
the committee: Dr. Mattingly, Dr. Griffin,
and Mr. Eastham.

instruct the class. The student instructor
stands to gain as much, if not more than
his students since teaching is a learning
process.
6. How can faculty members be expected
to carry this extra load with no additional
compensation?
No instructor on this campus is "ex
pected" to take on an extra load which he
may not wish to accept. However, the
opportunity exists for individual
professors to develop those areas which
they were previously not allowed to do, due
to attendance restrictions. We have asked
for individual members of the faculty to

send us a list of their interest areas, but
this request was not designed to force
them into anything. It was an attempt to
alleviate the footwork our committee may
run into when trying to locate a sponsor.
These are common questions asked, and
I hope this partial list is adequate for the
time being. There are several questions
which cannot be answered until the
program has been functioning for awhile.
We think that the number of problems we
may have created is greatly dwarfed by
the number we have solved.
SEMINAR: CAREER ALTERNATIVES
3 hrs. SSc 407K Sec. 16, 4M, UCCF Holmes

4. How many hours may the student take
in the program?
At the present time it is unlimited, but
this may change when the Dept. Chair
men review the program. It all depends on
how many students are taking purelv
SEEK classes.
5. Who is qualified to teach these courses?

Anyone. If an undergrad. is qualified in
the minds of his Dept. Chairman and
faculty sponsor, then by all means he may

: ;

J
Steve Lamb,

V

student coordinator for Student Endeavors in
Education and Knowledge (SEEK) answers questions about the
program.

jgH

Night trade lacking
Pleased with increased student
patronage during the day at the
new College Center coffeeshop,
Neil Ammerman, Director of
Dormitories, is concerned with
the lack of evening trade.
Ammerman pointed out that
sometimes the coffeeshop brings
in as little as $7 to $8 between the
hours of 4 and 9 p.m. Open every

weekday until 9 p.m. the cof
feeshop offers its full menu with
exception to the noon entree.
A continued lack of business
would necessitate earlier closing
hours. Patronize the College
Center coffeeshop. It's a good
deal with unbeatable prices but it
needs more business to keep
going.

This course, sponsored by Dr. Holmes
and taught by Rev. Lindsey, is primarily
designed to aacquaint the student with the
new and emerging career alternatives in
the helping professions. Field trips have
been planned for the inner city of Portland
and throughout western Oregon.
SEMINAR: CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT IN
THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
3 hrs., SSc 407K, Sec. 17, 4:30-7 T, IISS112,
Hess
Interested in how YOU can be effective
in influencing the legislative process? This
class is designed for you. This class will be
a how-to course, but each student will
choose his her own level of involvement.
Several field trips have been planned for
Salem to observe the 1973 session.
OSPIRG RESEARCH GROUP
3 hrs., SSc 407K, Sec. 1, 7:30M, Weins,
Knittle
This is a repeat from Fall term. Students
interested in consumer and environmental
problems should try this one. Topics in
clude Women's credit, decible levels, the
State Employment AGENCY, interest
rates, and paper waste and recycling.
SEMINAR:
THE
VELIKOVSKY
REVOLUTION
3 hrs., HUM 407K, Sec. 3, 1 MWF, AD 307,
Ferte
The contemporary scientist, Immanuel
Velikovsky, has attempted to explain the
various phenonomen surrounding religion
and mythology. The amount of criticism
this man has received is good indication of
the controversy he is responsible for. This
is an interdisciplinary study.
JAZZ WORKSHOP
1 hr., FR Soph, MUS195, 4, TBA MH 108,
Wynn
1 hr. JR SR MUS395, 4, TBA, MH 108,
Wynn
The purpose of this class is to develop
techniques in jazz improvisation and
competency in jazz styles. The group will
also act as a back-up for the OCE Select
Singers.
SEMINAR: THE BEGINNINGS OF
MATHEMATICS
3 hrs. Mth 407K, Sec. 10, TBA, TBA,
Eastham
This class will be an in-depth study of the
earlier mathematical techniques. Subject
matter will include the Egyptians thru
Archemedes. Arithmetic and geometry of
these areas will be of primary interest.

Dad's day schedule
8:30 a.m. 9:30 a.m.

. Registration in main concourse of
College Center. Coffee and donuts
will be served. College Center

9:30a.m. - 10:00a.m.

General meeting in Pacific Room
(coffeeshop) College Center
President Rice, speaker

10:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m.

Dads' Club meeting
Pacific Room (coffeeshop)
College Center
Moms' Club meeting
Willamette Room (mural room)
College Center

11:00 a.m. 12:00 p.m.

Presentation of coaches and football
team by Dr. William McArthur, head coach
New PE Building Gym

12:15 p.m. 1:00 p.m.

Lunch in Dining Commons

1:30 p.m. 4:00 p.m. .

.Football game, OCE vs. Eastern Oregon
OCE Stadium
Dormitories Open House, free time

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. .
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

. Dinner in Dining Commons

6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. .

Dormitories Activities

7:30 p.m. 9:00 p.m.

Talent Show
Pacific Room (coffeeshop)
College Center
OCE Students Perform

V o t e For

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!
Many, many selections in this special purchase. Classics included!
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

LAST WEEK OF SALE
OCE BOOKSTORE
Lower Level - College Center

Get your favorites at BigDiscounts!
Thursday, October 26, 1972

Ray DeVoe
for

Monmouth City Council
Full time OCE student
A large portion of the property taxes in Monmouth
are paid by the renters of Monmouth. Landlords,
Builders, college faculty and administration have
had representation in the past, now its time for
the students and renters of Monmouth to be repre
sented.
Paid for by Ray DeVoe
30 4 Winegar, Monmouth

Fraternal
activities
slated
"Dad's Day USA" is the theme
for Dad's Day this year, and it is
set for this Saturday, October 28.
Registration will begin at 8:30
and continue for most of the
morning. The scheduled events
include a chalk talk by Dr.
McArthur, a football game with
EOC and a stage review that
night at 7:30 in the coffee shop.
Dad's Day is the traditional
time set aside by OCE for
honoring OCE's dads. During the
day, he will become involved in
the OCE Dad's Club meetings.
The OCE Dad's Club has been
active over the years in selling
items, particularly pens, to raise
money for scholarships and for
bringing the OCE dads together
each year.
But one shouldn't overlook the
moms. Although there is a Mom's
Day in the spring, Moms are
generously invited to join in the
festivities. There will be a Mom's
Club meeting during the day.
Mom's Club sponsors a bazaar to
provide money for a scholarship
each year.
This year's Dad's Day will
feature a format in the stage
review. It will be completely
informal with the stage in the
middle of the coffee shop. The
talent will be mostly OCE'ers but
there will be guest appearances
occasionally by some of the talent
in the educative positions. One of
the highlights, as was last year, is
the serenading by the Cottage
staff, Deans Griffith, Morton and
Moranville.
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"Carmen
in Portland
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Entertainment guide

by JOSEPH SOLDATI

guest review

Uof O hosts Jean-Luc Godard

Film-makers Jean-Luc Godard (left) and Jean Pierre Gorin
talked to a somewhat hostile audience in Eugene.
by GEORGE SLAWSON
Jean-Luc Godard's new film,
Tout Va Bien, opens with a voice,
presumably Godard's
announcing "I want to make a
film, but that takes money." On
the screen an anonymous hand
appears signing check after
check for movie-making expens
es. The voice resumes, explain
ing that a movie needs stars, and
a boy-girl plot, whereupon we see
Jane Fonda and Yves Montand
sitting silently, sipping coffee.
Suddenly they both turn, staring
into the camera with a blank
what-the-hell-are-you-looking-at
expression.
Godard will not allow an
audience to get comfortable,
establish a movie-trance and
ooze out of their consciousness
into the screen. He firmly shoves
you back into your seat and
yourself, to observe and
understand his film.
Tout Va Bien is not your
usually movie-junky fantasy fix,
but Godard's statement on
working conditions. Most of the
film is shot in workshops: a meat
packing plant, a supermarket,
radio and TV studios.
In these scenes Godard over
loads the sound track with
natural sounds -- the rap of sawed
bone, the grating roar of the
assembly line, the clanging of
cash registers, the blare of taped
muzak. It's hard to hear voices,
hard to think.
The audience comes to feel it to
has gone to work rather than to
an enjoyable film; exactly
Godard's intention.
Solidarity with the working
class is not a compassionate
sentiment, but an awareness of
mutual alienation and anxiety.
The "plot" of Tout Va Bien is
itself more statement than story.
Montand and Fonda portray
lovers who met during the May
1968 Paris rebellion. He is a
former art film-maker who now
directs TV commercials; she,
formerly a writer, now serves as
foreign correspondent for ABC
radio.
They are, however, lovers
drifting out of love, not because of
incompatibility of personality or
in bed,but because their soulcorrupting jobs are destroying
their ability to love either
themselves or each other.
The plot is sketchy and
unresolved, but in Godard's films
the plot is never more than a
framework for his cinemagraphic style which is his
real means of meaning.
This style can be clearly ob
served in his use of Jane Fonda.
Remember her as the slithering,
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quivering always half-naked sexmachine of Barbarella? In Tout
Va Bien she is plain Jane; she
wears a dumpy dun-colored
sweater, glasses and no make-up.
In her big scene she is framed
full-face across the screen,
enlarged pores and blotchy
complexion showing, while for
five minutes she talks -- not about
sex, love, or art -- just talks about
her work.
Throughout the film Godard
systematically distances his
audience with a flat, uninviting
screen. The camera is most often
entirely stationary and he tracks
and pans only to underline ideas
and relationships, as if he were
using a pointer and a blackboard.
He never lyrically moves the
camera for sheer visual and
sensory interest and normally
uses a shallow focus, creating an
artificial, stage-like effect. In a
supermarket scene he stations
the camera behind the check
stands, in shallow focus, and we
see the market as a stage
whereon people act out their lives
relating not to each other but to
money and things.
Tout Va Bien is a film of sur
faces. You are never allowed to
peep into the characters private
and inner lives, but are focused
on the public center of their lives,
the factories, the markets. And
you are forced to listen to what
they have to say about their lives.
Godard does not offer insight,
but only an occasion to listen and
to see.
There are moments of
dramatic exuberance in the film:
A plant manager held captive by
his striking workers is allowed,
as is the rule for line workers,
five minutes to go to the can. The
five minutes that follow are
frantic high-comedy, as the boss
searches with increasing despair
for an empty men's room, only to
be forced at last back into his
office to piss out the window
before an appreciative audience
of workers.
Another high point is a scene in
a TV studio in which a com
mercial is shot over and over
again; two girls in flimsy skirts,
shown only from the waist down,
dance a few steps joyless over
and over, to the soulless canned
sounds of Sergio Mendes.
It becomes a demonic, balletmechanique, and a profound
image of the identity between
middle-class
glamour
oc
cupations and factory work.
But Godard's intent is .not
entertainment, and most of the
film does not entertain in the
usual sense. It is highly
intellectual, political, austere.
When I saw it last week in

Eugene, it gave me an aesthetic
headache. Godard and his
associate Jean-Pierre Gorin were
there to answer audience
questions after the film, and
judging from the irritated, hostile
tone of the audience questions,
most of them shared my
headache.
But a headache is not a critical
judgment and I, for one, prefer
aesthetic aches to aesthetic
anasthesia. Godard is a serious
artist and not just another dealer
in the bourgeoise movie-dope
traffic.
In spite of the French govern
ment's complacent slogan "All is
Well," (the source of Godard's
ironic title), all is not well as long
as our lives are largely controlled
by
an
alienating
and
dehuminizing industrial and
monetary system.
Against the attacks of the
predominately hostile Eugene
audience, Godard and Gorin
defended their work with wit and
dignity, constantly returning
serious, clever answers to stupid
and insincere questions.
On instance will serve to
illustrate the tone of the ex
changes:
Question: ''How do you
presume
that
American
audiences are going to be
interested in French politics?"
Godard's answer: "We thought
you should know what's hap
pening in your French colony."
Touche.

Joseph Soldati, Humanities
Department.
Mezzo soprano Mignon Dunn of
the Metropolitan Opera sang and
acted a dominating title role in
Bizet's "Carmen" last Thursday
and Saturday evenings in this
season's first production of the
Portland Opera Association.
Miss Dunn's performance as
the brash, yet enticingly flam
boyant gypsy was an intriguing
combination of seductress and
earth mother. With a voice as
constant as Carmen's heart is
fickle, Miss Dunn superbly
demonstrated that Carmen is just
too much woman for the im
passioned Don Jose-sensitively
portrayed by Robert Nagy, also
of the Metropolitan Opera.
Other artists also added to this
fine production: Robert Lewis
sang a strong Zuniga; Esther
England and Eva Marie Bowman
were convincing as Carmen's
gypsy friends, Mercedes and
Frasquita; and Howard Fried
and Gerald Thorsen lent much
humanity to their roles as the
smugglers El Remendado and El
Dancairo.
The boy's chorus, from the
choir of St. Michael and All
Angels
Church,
sang
a
memorable parody of the
soldiers' chorus in act one; and
the men's chorus, though often
static, was usually full-voiced.

Especially effective to the at
mosphere of the opera were the
sets and costumes, for which we
thank Robert Howery, Roger W.
Cooper, and Inez Alt.
Unfortunately, the women's
chorus was weak in both voice
and acting ability. In the first act,
for example, when the girls of
Seville' cigarette factory retire to
the street, the women's chorus
impersonates a Virginia Slims
commercial as, almost to a
woman,they lit cigarettes, put
hands on hips, and thrust their
pelvises at the audience.
But it is upon the opera and the
professionalism of Miss Dunn
and Mr. Nagy that we must
reflect.
We laugh at Carmen's
"seduction" of Jose, just as we
laugh at all men who are made
fools by women. But it is an
uneasy laughter because we
know well the penalties men pay
when passion dominates reason.
Jose cannot accept Carmen as
she is; and, when she discards
him for the bullfighter Escamillo,
Jose cannot accept himself
without her.
Carmen has been affected by
the passionate Jose; but her
pride of conquest dictates that
she prefer the popular bullfighter
over the army deserter. In anger
Jose kills Carmen, an act that
both negates frivolous freedom
and asserts the horror of passion.
Miss Dunn and Mf. Hagy fulfill
our expectations in this operatic
drama of the conflict between the
free-spirited Carmen and the
possessive Jose. And if the
opera's haunting lyricism belies
this conflict, then this is to Bizet's
credit. Carmen's Seville only
appears to be lyrically romantic;
in its nether world of backstreet
taverns and smugglers' hideouts,
it is full of danger, despair, and
death.

Limp response in valley
by
LARRY
POLLOCK

The week past has been one of
diverse entertainment and
aesthetic activities; witness:
Jean Luc Godard was at the
University of Oregon; Norman
Mailer spoke at Lewis and Clark;
Alan Watts spoke at Linfield; and
OCE, to contain the ballooning of
cultural encounter, tied off the
valley's umbilical blow hole by
presenting Christine Jorgensen.
I found myself in somewhat of a
predicament concerning what
speakers, what plays, to make
my evening's commerce. I
managed to see "Tout va Bien"
and Godard, which was an
evening of some kind of
revelation. George Slawson,
assistant professor in the
Humanities Department, is one
of this week's guest reviewers.
His observations and insights
lend an accurate accounting of
the
Wednesday
evening
presentation of "Tout va Bien"
and also of the film maker's
appearance and confrontation
with the Eugene "working class"
following the film.
Before I go on, I'd like to
add: Joe Soldati, who is also a
Humanities Dept. member, is
another guest columnist in this
week's "Lamron 2". Dr. Soldati
is reviewing the opera 'Carmen".
To continue my rendition of the
past week's activities; yea, I
couldn't make it to every event
so that's what a staff is for But
even with my staff, I couldn't find

anyone able or interested in
seeing Norman Mailer. The
"Lamron 2" usually has press
passes for events such as this,
which enable folks to take in area
activities. I'm saying this
because, in almost every case,
the concerts or speakers I've
heard have been attended by a
sea of unfamiliar faces, the OCE
community being unrepresented.
Is this because of poor com
munication?
The Thursday and Friday
performances of contemporary
one-act plays by the Kappa Mu
cast of Alpha Psi Omega played
to a handful of spectators , and
this was in Monmouth. I wonder
how many Monmouthites are lost
MOTOR-VU
Dallas
FRI. - SAT. - SUN.

The Greatest Concert of a
j|jgM,'>

in their own drama, their own
absurdist play of boredom. At the
McGovern benefit concert, there
were almost as many performers
as audience parts
Monmouth seems infected with
sleeping sickness, a lethargy
pervading the peace of active
minds. There has been talk of
closing Monmouth Avenue. When
did it open?

SALEM
THEATRES
ELSINORE
"The Circle"
also playing
"Harold and Maude"

Decade!

CONCERT
FOR
BANGLADESH

CAPITOL
"Bad Company"
also playing
"Cool Hand Luke

oppl«/20»h centory-fox release Technicolor® 1^*1

Plus

IDEAN MARTIN
BRIAN KEITH

'something
••CTCOIO.-

big'

RIO - THEATRE
Dallas
FRI. - SAT.

"Willy Wonka & The
Chocolate Factory"
Plus

'Silent Running'

LANCASTER MALL
"Fiddler On The Roof"
NORTH SALEM DRIVE-IN
"Fritz The Cat"
also playing
"What Do You Say
To A Naked Lady"
also playing
"The Last Movie"

SOUTH SALEM DRIVE-IN
"Play It Again Sam"
also playing
'Last Of The Red Hot Lovers'
- 2
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King Lear"; a rich play
by LARRY POLLOCK

The Portland Shakespeare
Company is presenting "King
Lear", Shakespeare's master
piece of tragic passion. I attended
last Saturday night's per
formance. It was a production of
high quality made strong by
many well crafted character
interpretations. The actors
seemed fully aware of the depth
of this rich play; the dialogue
came naturally, rolling and
flowing with the emphatic in
flection demanded.
"Lear" isn't an easy play to
stage, the complications of Lear
and his daughters intertwined
with the intricacies of Glouster
and his sons making for a long
and complex play -- a play where
any weakness in iterated
dialogue or loss in timing can
break the subtle rhythm of these
interpenetrating plots.
The play, unfortunately, didn't
keep perfect time; Reagan and
Goneril, played by Judith Clover
and Gayner Sterchi respectively,
couldn't seem to maintain the
level set by Lear played by D. W.

characters in common cause,
following and leading Lear as
long as he endures. And Lear,
bent scythe-like, slashes his way
through the twining grasses of
greed, ambition and jealousy
personified in his two daughters,
Goneril and Reagan.
My severest qualifications in
this company's production arise
in the fight scenes and the ending
Buell's Glouster was even of the play. The fight scenes were
paced, running the course of the clumsy and melodramatic in
play steadily, until the bastard contrast to the ease of movement
Edmund reduced him to dead by the characters I've dwelled
weight from the lift of his noble upon.
The ending also was a luffing of
spirit.
But Glouster, paralleling the play's fabric as the dead
Lear's treatment of Cordelia, daughters Goneril and Reagan
dismissed his good son, Edgar, were placed on either side of
based on insubstantial evidence gasping Edmund - an artificial
too readily believed. I think I picture and an imposition on the
must also mention the acting of subtlety of the play's final
Pat Torelle, Lear's Fool, and a moment.
mighty fool he.
"King Lear" will be playing
In fact, it is the acting of Pat
Torelle, Lear's fool, and Roald again this weekend, both Friday
Wulff as Kent that allows Lear's and Saturday nights at 8:30 at
passions to rise as high as they Shattuck Auditorium on the
Portland State University
do.
The love of Lear by his fool and campus. Tickets are $2.00 and
by Kent aline these two well worth it.

Becker and Glouster played by T.
C. Buell.
These latter two actors, in my
opinion, were the production's
muscle; Lear's flexing sensibili
ty was accurately defined by
Becker -- he whines and shouts,
rebels and submits, desponds and
rails without break, inhaling
anger and exhaling love.

Pictured are Bob Wiard (middle), Jane McDowell and Tom
Scales in a scene from the play "Wandering."

Evening of 1 - acts

Rex Rabold was one of many performers at the Thursday night McGovern benefit. Rex, who
performed a mime, moved the audience with silence.

Watts puts audience at easegives lesson in meditation
Alan
Watts,
prominent
philosopher and lecturer, par
ticularly in the area of Zen
Buddhism, neither defined Zen
nor confined "reality" when he
spoke at Linfield College last
Monday night.
Watts walked onto stage in a
kimono, seated himself on a
cushion and immediately created
an evening. His relaxed aspect,
his years of study, and his wit and
love of language all combined to
form a fabric suggesting Zen
here and there but moving out
and around into other sen
sibilities for purposes of
clarification.
The evening included a full fare
of illustrative anecdotes, a lesson
in meditation (regaining that
oceanic consciousness we had as
infants but have lost), and an
informal question and answer

period following the lecture.
Watts didn't try to sell
anything. He, in the tradition of
Zen masters, at one point picked
up what most of us would call a
fan. He asked what the object
was. The immediate response
was the word "fan".
A more subtle response was the
moving of the fan through the air,
its immediate function. But then
Watts spread out the fan and it
became a "tray"; he closed it
and scratched his ear something functioning a little
differently from a "fan" or a
"tray".
Finally he swashed the "fan?"
through the air like a club. His
point was that we too often flatten
a thing by "word" restrictions.
We square off ends which could
lead us to more imaginative uses

ELECT

BOB MARX

of the things which are part of our
lives.
Watts refused to be didactic
and his answers often restated
the questions asked him, but not
until he had related another
anecdote or a quite adequate
illustration.
Watts said that the most honest
thing he could have done was
come into the auditorium, greet
the audience and leave, but it
was fortunate that he didn't -- the
subtlety of a mere greeting was
more than surpassed by the joy of
hearing a man speak who seemed
in tune with himself.

by LARRY POLLOCK

Four one-acters, contemporary
plays, were presented last
Thursday and Friday by national
honorary fraternity Alpha Psi
Omega. The plays were short, the
entire thing lasting only about
forty-five minutes.
I guess my first hit was the
shortness of each play, the
shortness of all four plays end on
end, as they were stretched and
snapped at the audience. This
formal observation is related to
the content, the content of each
play being some kind of syn
chronized tension between
characters. Characters hardly
touch in these plays, and the
drama is concerned with how
they hit or miss.
"Wandering" by Lanford
Wilson, for instance, has three
characters: two traditional
conservative parental types:
man and woman, and a
conventional free spirit type:
young man, who wanders.
Each of the three characters
turn and move like mannequins,
their views spoken rigidly as if a
taped consensus of dixie
democrats, in the case of two of
them, and the predictable op
posite view of their wanderer.
The myopic descripton of microreality these characters hold in
their swift misencounter could be
seen as an over-form of all four
plays, the four plays making one
play, a pastiche in a sense with
director Bob Wiard an over-play
wright by his joining of the plays.
I've heard it said, concerning
contemporary drama: don't trust
anything over one act. The
rigidity of classical structuring is
considered a detriment to
evolving drama. Maybe yes,
maybe no; there are many
theories of art, prescriptive and
descriptive, and a continual
evolvement of theory; nobody
has got it completely right yet.
So, I suppose, we are stuck with a
personal criteria for evaluating
what we become involved with-does it work?

Calendar

ART
P o r t l a n d Art M u s e u m , SW Jefferson a t
West P a r k . "60'S t o 72," A m e r i c a n a r t f r o m
t h e collection of E d C a u d u r o ; " T w o R o o m s , "
by P e t e r T e n e a u ; Works by M a r y E s c h e r ;
D r a w i n g s by W a l t e r H a m a d v . H o u r s : Noon t o
5 p . m . T u e s d a y S u n d a y . Noon t o 10 p . m .
Fridays.
C o n t e m p o r a r y C r a f t s G a l l e r y , 3934 SW
Corbett Ave. " R o o m I I I , " by P e t e r T e n e a u ;
Work by Northwest c r a f t s m e n ; Skylight
project on ceiling by B a r r y Boyce.
G a l l e r y West 4836 SW Scholls F e r r y Road.
O n e m a n s h o w by Evelyn S h e e h a n .
I m a g e G a l l e r y 2483 NW Overton St. O n e
m a n s h o w of w a t e r c o l o r s a n d d r a w i n g s by
Rene Rickabaugh.
Corvallis A r t s C e n t e r , 7th a n d Madison,
Corvallis. S c u l p t u r e by J o h n Richen.

There did seem to be something
going on in these plays: the first
two had a more conventional and
didactic feel, and the last two
plays were time tricks, with
"Camera Obscura," in my
opinion, the tightest play of the
evening.
"Camera Obscura" is a play in
which two characters, man and
woman, lover and lover,
misrelate. A distance puts a time
lag on their communication:
bound by time, contained by a
time limit and restricted with a
time lag, they flounder. There is
in this play a victory over the
limitations, a breakthrough that I
don't take to.
But, also, there is the im
mediacy and obscurity of a Haiku
poem in these plays. They're selfcontained and small; but, like
myth-ritual metaphor, they spill
and spread out, assuming a
wisdom that I feel restrained to
admit.
I haven't mentioned ac
ting.Acting isn't really a part of
this drama, there being no time
to develop character as well as an
obvious disinterest in character,
a concern rather for abstract
relationship-even with Bob
Wiard's epileptic seizure and
Jane McDowell's mildly aware
suburban housewife, the final line
in "Chuck" by Jack Larson is the
play's hard stroke, the return to
tonic that the actors seem bent on
funneling their characters to be ~
vulnerable to, and then, the
audience too.
"An evening of New Theatre"
was, then, a satisfying but short
production-satisfying if for no
other reason, it was different, a
flashing on contemporary ideas.
The stated purpose, in part, of
this small company is: "...to
stimulate interest in dramatic
activities at Oregon College of
Education." If the turnout is any
indication of their success at
stimulation, they are caressing a
flaccid organ.

W i l l a m e t t e University, University Center
G a l l e r y . O n e m a n s h o w by N o r m a n L a n e .
Oregon College of Education, Campbell
Hall Gallery. "Achromatic," faculty show.
FILM

University T h e a t e r ( E u g e n e ) ,
a r e F r e e , " Oct. 27,28.

Oregon College of Education, Music Hall,
"Cheynne Social Club," Friday 6:30 and 8:45
p.m.

North S a l e m High School, " T h e Night
Thor e a u Slept in J a i l , " , N o v . 2-4, 9-11. Tickets
a t North High m a i n floor a n d a t t h e door of t h e
Little T h e a t e r .

THEATER
P e n t a c l e T h e a t e r . " D r a c u l a . " Oct. 27 Nov.
4. 8:15 p . m .
P o r t l a n d S t a t e University C a b a r e t . T h e
Jarry Puppet Theater. Friday, 9 p.m.
St. C l a i r e ' s School, M e m o r i a l Room, 1807
SW F R e e m a n . " M a t c h m a k e r , " p r e s e n t e d by
T h e a t e r 21, 8 p . m . T h u r s d a y , F r i d a y , a n d
Saturday.

DEMOCRAT DISTRICT 34
Your State Representative

Oregon State University, Fairbanks
G a l l e r y , Corvallis. S c u l p t u r e a n d p a i n t i n g s in
t h e l a n d s c a p e t h e m e by J a m e s Van P a t t e n
a n d Douglas Campbell S m i t h , t o Nov. 3.

P p r t l a n d Civic T h e a t e r , Blue Room. " B l a c k
Comedy," and "Next". 8 p.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.

W i l l a m e t t e University, Art Dept. D r a w i n g s
by T e r r y R Melton.

T h e Slabtown Stop T h e a t e r , NW 26th a n d
Tyler. " C a t c h 22," 8:30 p . m . F r i d a y a n d
Sa t u rd a y
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T h e New T h e a t e r , 215 S E Ninth, " I n q u e s t , "
a d o c u m e n t a r y , 8:30 p . m . F r i d a y a n d
Saturday.

+ P o r t l a n d S t a t e University, 75 Lincoln Hall.
" F i l m of t h e APU Trilogy by S a t y a j i t R a y , "
7:30 p . m . F r i d a y a n d S a t u r d a y .

Linfield College, R e n s h a w G a l l e r y , ^ M c Minnville. " A m e r i c a n Indian S e r i e s " of
p r i n t s by P a t r i c i a Benson, t o Nov. 11.

"Vigorous Leadership For Our New District"

T h e S h a t t u c k Auditorium, 1914 SW P a r k .
" K i n g L e a r , " presented by t h e P o r t l a n d
S h a k e s p e a r e C o m p a n y , 8:30 p . m . F r i d a y a n d
Saturday.

P o r t l a n d Civic T h e a t e r , M a i n s t a g e . " T h e
Gingerbread Lady," 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.

'Butterflies

Oregon College of Education, "Androcles
and the Lion," Nov. 8-11, 8:15 p.m. Little
Theater.
MUSIC
J e r r y L e e Lewis a n d F r e d d i e H a r t a n d
"The
Heartbeats,"
Portland
Civic
Auditorium, F r i d a y , 7:30 a n d 10:00 p . m .
T h e 5th Dimension, P o r t l a n d
Coliseum, O c t . 26, 8:00 p . m .

Memorial

T h e Whirling D e r v i s h e s of T u r k e y , Civic
Auditorium, S u n d a y Nov. 5 , 8 p . m .
Concert of B l u e g r a s s a n d old t i m e fiddle
music, 8 p.m. Saturday, Portland State
University Ballroom.
Carlos Montoya, Civic Auditorium, F r i d a y
Nov. 17, 8:30 p . m .

Californians to vote
on marijuana initiative
volunteers, think the outcome is operative working for reform of
marijuana laws.
still uncertain.
Amorphia raises its money by
Gordon
Brownell,
the
Initiative's political co-ordinator, selling cigarette papers under the
believes the polls don't ac brand name "Acapulco Gold."
curately represent popular The papers are distributed
opinion on marijuana. "A lot of nationally and billed as "the only
people who will vote for the papers made from pure hemp
measure don't want to say so to fiber from marijuana stalks." In
interviewers," he says. CMI is the year ending May 1, Amorphia
counting on the so-far-unrevealed had gross sales of $100,000 from
support they're sure is out there. the papers.
Win or lose, the Marijuana
Amorphia's activities have not
Initiative has already made an been limited to California. It was
impressive showing. In four active in the unsuccessful efforts
months its 20,000 volunteers to qualify marijuana reform
collected 380,000 valid signatures, initiatives in
Washington,
50,000 more than the minimum Oregon, Arizona and Michigan.
needed to put the measure on the
Michael Aldrich, Amorphia's
ballot.
co-director and editor of "The
CMI has also gained en Marijuana Review," believes
dorsements from a wide variety what is happening now in
of organizations, including the California will have tremendous
California and San Francisco Bar impact on the rest of the country.
Associations, the Democratic
"Twenty states now have the
Central Committees of Los initiative as a means for
Angeles, San Francisco and changing the law," he says.
Sacramento, the ACLU, the San "Marijuana could be on the ballot
Francisco Deputy Sheriffs' in ten or 12 or them in the next
Coalition and the San Francisco few years. And the issue has
Police Officers for Justice.
wider appeal than most people
All of this was done with very think."
little money. Of the estimated
CMI's
Brownell
echoes
$40,000 spent to get the measure Aldrich's thoughts. "Even if we
on the ballot, most came from don't win, it will still be a victory
small contributions. The largest We took a so-called 'freak issue',
single
source
of
funds, (smoking pot), and legitimized it.
approximately $15,000, has been We put it before the public and
Amorphia, a non-profit co won endorsements. If we don't
make it this year, it will be an
issue again in '74. It will come of
age eventually."
As California goes. . .?

by DENNIS BRISKIN
Alternative Features Service
San Francisco, Ca. (AFS) -California is shortly to become
the first state to vote on
marijuana.
During the Nov. 7 election, the
state's voters will be asked to
decide on a proposal to remove
criminal penalties for anyone 18
or
older
for
"planting,
cultivating, harvesting, drying,
processing, otherwise preparing,
transporting, or possessing
marijuana for personal use." The
measure also prohibits "persons
under the influence of marijuana
from engaging in conduct that
endangers others." Selling would
remain illegal.
That's it. Otherwise, you'll be
able to grow your own in
California.
If it passes. An earlySeptember poll showed only 33
per cent support for the
California Marijuana Initiative
(CMI). There is strong support
for the measure in northern
California, particularly in the
San Francisco Bay Area, but half
the state's 20 million population is
concentrated in highly con
servative Los Angeles, San Diego
and Orange counties.
CMI's organizers, a loose
collection of lawyers, doctors,
drug experts
and
other

Wiard heads lit mag
Red Balloon May Apple Review
No. 3 is coming. Not for five or six
months, but it is coming. Red
Balloon May Apple Review No. 3
is OCE's literary magazine for
1972-73.
This is the second year that
Robert Wiard has been editor of
our literary magazine, the first
being 1970-71, his freshman year,
when he came out with the May
Apple Review. It was something
new for OCE, being loose-leaf
pages of assorted colors con
tained within a large envelope.
Quite optimistic, Wiard said
"This year will be the best ever—
not just for OCE—PSU's 224 page
literary magazine of last year
won an award in national com
petition; this year's literary
magazine for OCE should be very
good—we have a good chance of
winning something."
As is evident by the May Apple
Review of 1971, Wiard doesn't
like to put the selected work
within the confines of a book. As
for the Red Balloon, he said "I
have a new packaging idea....I
like to think of new packaging
ideas. It's going to be in loose-leaf
again. I like that because people
can hang them up. One student
said he and his roommate would
hang up a page a week on their
wall."
Putting together a literary
magazine is a one man job, so
Wiard has no staff. As for ex
penses, he gets $450 from ASOCE,
$50 being his salary and $400 to
print the magazine. "$400 puts
out
a
pretty
mediocre
magazine," said Wiard. He took
an idea he had for the magazine
to three printers in Corvallis and
they gave him estimates from
$1800 to $2500. Wiard went to last
year's ASOCE senate asking for
$1000 or $450 (what they wanted
to give him) and an option to sell.
They quickly gave him $450 and
the option to sell. Last year's
ASOCE president A1 Holland
asked him why he couldn't put
oneout like 1971's on the same
budget. That's like asking an

Page 8

artist to return to an earlier style.
(After all, the literary magazine
is a form of art.)
There is no set deadline for the
material, but material submitted
after Red Balloon goes to press
may be considered for the 1973-74
literary magazine. Wiard would
like to use poetry, short prose
fiction, short essays, b & w
photographs, pen and ink
drawings, woodcuts, lithographs
and silkscreens by faculty and
stduents. He's putting it together
on a theme and believes he has a
good start now. "This is a good
opportunity to get yourself
known," says Wiard. "This
literary magazine promises to
have a wider distribution than
previous ones." Material may be
submitted to SPO 60 (if the SPO
boxes ever get numbers) or left
with Lee McClinton, the Family
Grove editor, in the Family
Grove offices with instructions to
turn it over to Robert Wiard.
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The Un-holy
Rollers"

November

2, 1972

Dance Concert
$2a person
Old Gymnasium
Bob Wiard is to head OCE's
literary magazine again.
After a one year absence from
the May Apple Review, Wiard
returns to work on the one
man project.
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Bleak housing prospects. . .

OSPIRG packet offers to help renters
Oregon's student-tenants face
bleak housing prospects. Due to a
shortage of housing, houses and
apartments are hard to find and
in fierce demand. The student
who is lucky enough to find
housing is then faced with
another bleak prospect. Often he
must either sign the lease handed
him by the landlord, no matter
how unfair its terms, or not get
housing at all.
Students often find in the terms
of the lease handed them by the
landlord a clause that states they
are agreeing to pay the landlord's
attorney's fees in the event of a
lawsuit over the lease, even if the
tenant wins. And reading further,
they discover to their dismay that
Several unhappy facts make
these one-sided leases possible in

Oregon. Housing is scarce, which
means that landlords know they
can always find someone to sign
their leases. Furthermore,
Oregon's landlord-tenant law is a
landlord's delight in the way it
caters to landlords' interests. For
example, the law allows the
landlord to enter the tenant's
home at any time of the day or
night without notice. And finally,
a major reason for leases being
as unfair as they are is that up to
now no one has spoken out
publicly on behalf of studenttenants.
Now OSPIRG is speaking out.
We are aware that we cannot
ease the tight housing market,
but are helping out on other
fronts. We have already drawn
up and distributed on Oregon

campuses a "lease packet" on the premises and the condition
containing several items which they are in. Then just before you
are designed to help the studentmove out, go back through the
tenant help himself. With an eye House or apartment with your
to the future, we are in the landlord and compile another list
process of reviewing Oregon's and condition report.
landlord-tenant law and studying
This should be done regardless
reform legislation that will be of whether or not you have a
introduced in the state legislature written lease. These two lists will
this winter.
provide an objective test to
^ One of the features of the measure any damage and do
lease packet" is an inventory away with reliance on suspicion
form, which you as a student- and faded memories.
tenant should try to use, as its use
The lease packet also tells what
will prevent landlords from
terms to watch for in the lease
forfeiting your security deposit
that you sign, as OSPIRG feels
without just cause.
that some of them are so bad that
The inventory is easy enough to
going without housing might be
use. Simply walk around your
preferable to agreeing to abide
house or apartment with your by them.
landlord as soon as possible after
In addition, the packet provides
moving in and list on it the items a model lease form drawn up by
an expert attorney that tenants
might try using as a substitute for

BVD's fight for new image

the lease form provided by the
landlord.
It is a truly fair lease,
protecting the legitimate in
terests of both the tenant and
landlord, and is ready to be
signed as is.
Obviously nobody can force a
landlord to sign a lease. Oregon
law permits the landlord to in
clude nearly any provision in a
lease, so it can be expected that
many landlords will be hard to
bargain with. But if you can
persuade your landlord to listen,
try getting him to use OSPIRG's
inventory form and/or model
lease.
Copies of the OSPIRG lease
packet are available at most
housing offices, at your campus
OSPIRG office, and at the State
Offices located at 408 S.W. 2nd in
Portland.

down the
street
Through the cooperation of the Polk County Health Dept., fall
tuberculin tests will be offered to all members of the OCE Community.
In order that those with positive tests may have free chest x-rays,
the tests will be given Oct. 27 from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. at the OCE Health
Center. A return visit Oct. 30 will be necessary to have the tests read.

The x-ray unit will be on campus Oct. 30 from 2-4 p.m. The tests can
be read during that time. Positive reactors will be referred directlv to
the x-ray unit.
Materials and personnel will be provided by the Polk County Health
Dept. to give and read the tests.

Coordinators of the B.V.D.'s strive toward new image for old Vet's club. Pictured are, from left,
Jim Nye, Lee Edwards, and Mark Snyder.
by DAVID WATKINS
The Veteran's Club has un
dergone a recent overhaul, right
down to the name. At the last
meeting, the club was rechristened
as
Bettering
Veteran's Dividends, or, the
B.V.D.'s.
The new title is a curious
mixture of the new goals and
purposes of the organization, and
the old established slow to die
image. The current club leaders
find that their biggest stumbling
block with the students and
administration both, is trying to
get it across that this club has
some purposes and organization.
Three or four years ago the
club was disbanded for breaking
up a local drinking establishment
during the course of a meeting,
and since then the unfavorable
image has stuck.
However, the current leaders
and members of the club are
trying to live up to the goals of a
campus organization, and plan

LARRY'S
Garage
and
Auto Parts
Frontend Alignments
Radiator Repair
Tune Up
General Overals

Call
838-1261 - Garage
838-3109 - Parts

130 W. MAIN
MONMOUTH, ORE.
Thursday, October 26, 1972

activities that will benefit both
the club and the participants.
The Vet's Club Book Sale, (now
I guess it'll be the B.V.D.'s Book
Sale), is an example of those
activities. If you don't think the
bookstore is giving you enough
when they buy back used books,
then you can sell them through
the B.V.D. club.
You needn't belong to the club.
At the end of the term, simply
take the book to the club, and
decide how much you want for it.
They will tack on 10 per cent and
display it. Anyone can buy it, and
when they do everyone gets what
they want -- you get money for a
book you weren't using, someone
gets a book they need for less
than they'd have to pay at the
bookstore, and the club gets 10
per cent for their time and effort.
The club is currently hard at
work on a membership drive.
There are 400 to 500 veteran's
associated people on campus,
and for $3.00, they can join a club
whose purpose is to work for
them.
The membership entitles you to
participate at no cost in activities
planned by the club. Members

don't have to pay the extra 10 per
cent at the book sale. On
November fourth, a barn dance is
planned with Home Grown
supplying the music, and the club
supplying the food and beverage.
It's all free (including
admission) to card holding
members of the club, and their
wives and / or girl friends. In
vited guests of the members are
charged 75 cents at the door.
The club tentatively plans to
hold one function (like the barn
dance) every term, plus, a
weekend ski trip to the Inn of the
Seventh Mountain at Mt.
Bachelor this winter, and deep
sea fishing charters in the spring.
Aside from the social activities
of the club, they are working hard
at disseminating information to
the veteran about their benefits.
Due to somebody's policy in the
Veteran's Administration, they
are not allowed to give out in
formation unless it's asked for.
Well, the club can ask, and does.
The membership drive is on,
and many current members have
cards to sell. If you're eligible,
join; it's more than worth a $3.00
investment.
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The local OSPIRG board will be hosting the monthly OSPIRG State
Board meeting on Sunday, Oct. 29 at 10 a.m. in the Wallowa Room of
the College Center. Steve McCarthy, Dir. OSPIRG State Board Staff
will be present with his staff and representatives from participating
schools in Oregon. Everyone is invited to attend.
An open house hosted by OCE-OSPIRG on Oct. 28 from 7-10 p.m. at
Winegar Apts.; 500 Jay Lane, Apt. No. 1 will also have State Board
representatives available to students and professors.

+++
Season purchase cards are now available for the Three main stage
productions to be presented by the OCE Humanities Department,
"Androcles and the Lion," "The Gazebo," and "RUR". The card
entitles the holder to pick up his ticket two weeks in advance of the
play, at a slightly reduced rate. Prices for the cards are as follows:
Adults, $4.50, Students, $3.00, and Children, $2.50 for all three shows.
Cards may be purchased from Pat Lien, Swindel Hall 206, MWF 10-12
and Tues-Thurs, 11-12:30, or by calling 838-1220, Ext. 273.

+++
The Student Post Office (SPO) boxes in the College Center have not
yet been numbered. The College Center office compiles and posts a
list. SPO listings will not be published until the SPO's are numbered. If
you have any questions concerning this, please call ext. 261.

+++
Friday's Movie is "Cheyenne Social Club" in the Music Hall
Auditorium. Showtime at6:30 and 8:45 p.m. Admission 50c.

+++
This Thursday evening at 7:30 in the Fireplace Lounge of the College
Center there will be a debate between Bob Marx and William Cadle,
candidates for State Representative from the 34th Representative
Dist.

+++
Bleed a little for someone who needs it! The OCE Blood Drive will be
held Tuesday; Oct. 31 from 4-7 p.m. and Wednesday; Nov. 1, 9-4:30
p.m. in the lounge area in the upper level of the College Center. For
information, contact Carol Hahn at 838-2190.
+ + 4A joint organizational meeting between Student Oregon Speech and
Hearing Association (Student OSHA) members from OCE PSU, OSU,
UO, and Pacific University will be held in Ed. 116 at 10 a.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 4. The purpose of the meeting will be to affiliate with
the national American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA).
Contact Mark Springer by placing a note in the speech and hearing
mailbox before Tuesday, Oct. 31 if you plan on attending.
4-4-4On October 31 and November 1, voting will be held for four offcampus princesses and one commuter princess for Homecoming. Only
off-campus or commuting students will be allowed to vote downstairs
in the College Center.
November 8-9 is the general election for OCE's Homecoming Queen
from 9-6. VOTE!
+ 4- +
All students interested in varsity, JV, or freshman basketball should
report Nov. 1 at 3 p.m. to the new gym.
4-4-4If you don't live in Monmouth or plan on going home for the election,
write for an absentee ballot now!

+++
OCE OSPIRG is accepting applications for three (3) positions on its
local board. Applications are available in the Student Government
Room in the club file and at the OSPIRG office Mondays 7:30 to 8:30.
Deadline is Nov. 3; elections are Nov. 13 and 14.
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CWSC tames Wolves 32-26

Wildcats get revenge (barely)
sides, not once, but THREE
times on one Wolf touchdown
drive.
The Central Washington State
But make no alibis for such a
Wildcats were undefeated
narrow victory. Ellensburg
coming into their sixth game with
partisans could thank lady luck
inconsistent Oregon College. It
on more than one occasion. Like
was homecoming on the staid
Central's go-ahead score with 49
Ellensburg campus. And the
seconds
left in the first half when
local papers were chock full of
two Oregonians tipped a pass
"revenge talk"; revenge for a 47before CW tight end Harry Knell
0 slaughter suffered in Monmouth
found it in his big paws -- in the
last year.
end zone. Like on third down
So what happened?
when 'Cat halfback Jack Weber
fumbled the pigskin short of the
marker but an alert offensive
lineman pounded on the ball.
First down.
You get the picture?
It was a head-knocking, en
tertaining kind of game where
-By Dave Lovikafter a while you could expect
I would like to deviate somewhat from the regular just about anything. And a 20
content of my column this week. As I was writing this MPH Yakima Valley breeze
(Tuesday morning), I heard a news bulletin that Jackie added to the unconformity.
Two things were immediately
Robinson passed away of a heart attack at age 53.
apparent the first time OCE
Sure it was significant that Robinson was the first touched the ball. First, an extra
black ball player in the major leagues and sure he was a week of working on the wishbone
great and exciting ball player. But Jackie Robinson was makes a world of difference. Not
perfect yet, by any means, but
more than an athlete; he was a man.
After his retirement from baseball, Robinson there was a greater sense of
dedicated his life to helping to further the fight for civil timing when the Pack went to the
triple option. And secondly, the
rights and racial equality not just for athletes but for all 'Cats were, to say the least,
people.
super-psyched, a fact which was
He said, after throwing out the first pitch in the world evident in their overeager
series at Cincinnati, "I won't be happy until I see a black defensive line.
These factors allowed the
man sitting in the dugout managing a team."
If I might add my thoughts, I believe that if a. black upstart visitors to march 80 yards
in 15 plays for the contest's first
was named to manage a team today, it would be too late. score.
Tom Horn, whose passing
I don't want to see a black manager just for the sake of was erratic against Central (that
having a "token black" but rather because it is right wind plus a tough CWSC
and there are several blacks more than qualified such as secondary), proved to be an all
Ernie Banks, Frank Robinson, Bill White and Jim right ball carrier, and, in fact,
compiled 48 net yards, high for
Gilliam just to name a few.
the Monmouth men. The Sweet
+++
Home soph snuck through from a
yard out to put the first points on
^. ee J c x end i n college football!! Three un the board.
defeated, untied teams fell by the wayside and the upset
Stung by the audicity of it all,
of the year took place.
the fifth-ranked 'Cats went to
work. Following a punt ex
The ex-unbeaten teams were Air Force 21-12 by Navv
change, Central quarterback
b y M i s s o u r ' 30-26, and Colorado
tnnnTd nt?\ w a s
John Coen cranked up his passing
topped Oklahoma 20-14.
arm, hitting his tight end Knell,
PSET
F
E
W/I?
I? l™
YEAR!" Oregon over Stanford 1 5 - 1 3
and split end Terry Anderson for
Who would believe it? I sure didn't. I watched the first downs. From the one, Coen
Sunday replay and I still don't believe. It was a qood evened the score on a keeper.
The Northwest small college
aMfmes 1716 ^ W a S e x c i t i n g e v e n i f i f w a s a 'ittle sloppy
player of the week, tailback R. J.
Williams, warmed up to his task
+++
in the second stanza. His task
constitutes running around, over,
ith
,
a
h
o
m
a
s
h„M
^
' 'oss, Southern Cal has a strangle and through any unfortunate
hold on the number one spot in the country. But the defenders. He did his thing
un°A n ^ a w f r o m over. The Trojans still have to play enough against the Oregonians to
UCLA and Notre Dame in their last two games of the end up with 112 yards on the
season as well as upset minded Oregon andTurp? s ng ground. The Seattle senior
Washington State in the conference.
prising carried four times during the
Wildcat's go-ahead TD drive, the
There are now only four other major teams with last
one earning him six points.
unblemished records, Ohio State, Michigan, Alabama
Doug Trice returned the windand Louisiana State. Barring ties and if Southern Caf hindered kickoff to the Oregon
goes all the way, there could still be three undefeated College forty and Horn promptly
teams left before the Bowl games and there will be hit Steve McElravy for 11. Two
several once beaten teams.
first downs later, on runs by Horn
This mess only serves to prove my point that there is a and Ron Comstock, the Wolves
a
were knocking at the door. Trice
need for a national playoff.
hit paydirt from the three and
Kevin Moen's kick capitulated
+++
the visitors into the lead, 14-13 a
Well, it's all over but the shouting in the Everareen 6:19 of the first half.
Moen's toe almost put him into
Conference. OCE gave it a helluva shot but fill to
record books a few minutes
undefeated and nationally ranked Central Washington the
later. Following an exchange of
punts, OCE's offense bogged
down on the enemy forty and
McArthur sent in the big tight end
to do his thing.
Now nobody has any business
attempting 57 yard field goals in
+++
the EvCo. But for a dastardly
cross-current that pushed the
pigskin off to the right, Moen
w WeM, here is my top ten after a major shake up this
would have earned his third
three-pointer of the campaign
l-Southern Cal (7-0)
6-Michigan (6-0)
The Ellensburg eleven took the
<« 0>
7-Nebraska (5-1)
lead for good just before in
a o m "L
/
8-Louisiana St. (6-0)
termission when Knell found
4-Oklahoma (4-1)
9-UCLA
himself attached to the football
5-Ohio St. (5.0)
10-Tennessee (4-2)
on that volleyball play mentioned
earlier.
(Continued on page 1 1 )
Centfal safety Pat Maki
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pilfered Horn's first pass of the
by TIM PETSHOW

Dr. Bill McArthur's men took it
right to the vaunted 'Cats, almost
beating them at their own game,
ball control, before bowing 32-26
in an EvCo thriller, Saturday,
October 21.
True, CWSC's jittery defenders
helped many a time to keep OCE
drives alive via the penalty route.
Downright stupid penalties they
were at times; an illegal fair
catch signal, pass interference
infractions on third down, off-

As I See It

Doug Trice hurdles for yardage, as OCE came close to turning
the years' biggest upset against CWSW.
second half on his 28. Coen was
red-hot during the subsequent
drive, connecting with Williams
and Anderson for key first downs
before going to the former for a 12
yard score.
OCE wasn't about to throw in
die towel. Horn suffered another
interception but his defensive
mates, led by Tim Hundley and
Jim Bachmeier, held tough and
forced a punt.
Mike Buss, moved to tailback
by the coaches last week, stunned
the homecoming crowd of 4,063
when he unleashed a perfect
bomb to Trice, good for 48 yards.
Three plays later the Monmouth
men narrowed the lead to five
points, 25-20.
A costly fumble set up
Central's winning tally. From his
15, Horn was trapped behind the
line of scrimmage and a bevy of
Wildcats warmed him under at
the two, jarring loose the ball.
Dave Carpenter recovered and
Williams moved in for touchdown
number three.
After the Wolves final tally, a
one yard plunge by big Gary
Hartman, each team traded the
ball three times. The last chance
for victory slipped away when

Horn was unable to convert a
fourth down play and the relieved
hosts ran out the clock.
Several Oregonians will not
soon be forgotten on this campus.
Middle backer Hundley, who is
blessed with an instinct for ac
tion, ranged from sidelirte to
sideline to bring down 13 ball
toters.
In addition, he picked off his
first pass of the year, late in the
fourth period. Jim Bachmeier
and Jon Duerst came up with
seven and six tackles respec
tively, the latter having the
unenviable task of covering the
elusive Anderson.
Horn and Buss collaborated for
139 aerial yards to go with a total
of 20 first downs.
Eastern Oregon is on tap this
Saturday and the Dad's Day
crowd will view a vastly improved squad, one who will
remember the 13-2 loss dealt to
them last year by the Moun
taineers.
Central Washington had the
darndest time in containing the
pesky Wolves. And OCE has not
lost a game at home in the last
two years. Two factors which
may make the Mounties wish
they'd stayed in LaGrande.
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Womens' hockey crew
dumps tough Lane CC
by BOB FREEMAN
"It was our best game this
year," said Coach Jacquiline
Rice about OCE's3-l victory over
Lane Community College last
Tuesday. Lane CC may not have
that impressive ring to its name
like Oregon State or Oregon but
they have already beaten the
Ducks. By the way both OSU and
U of O registered 1-0 victories
over the Wolves last week. Lane
Community has a real sound
team and it took a good effort on
behalf of the Wolves to pull it out.
Lane Community pierced the
Wolf nets first as their lone tally

came late in the first half as they
took a 1-0 lead. Laurie Hunner
came back to knot the score up at
halftime 1-1, The Wolves came
back in the second half and
Rebecca Randall scored the
winning goal as Lauri Hunner
scored again to put the icing on
the cake.
Coach Rice felt that it was a
great team effort and singled
Rebecca Randall out for her
aggressive play. She also felt that
her team has more depth now and
that she can go to the bench more
without hurting the team. The
substitutes were doing quite a bit
better today.

OCE will journey to Portland
Thursday, the 26th to play PSU,
then they will have about a week
off before they play OSU Wed
nesday in Corvallis. As they
stand now they have a 3-2-1
record with the losses going to
OSU and U of 0. Both of those
were close games, 1-0 so what
Miss Rice felt was an inex
perienced team at the first of the
yfear has proved itself to be a real
contender.

Pipe band
entertains for
Dad y sDay
Halftime entertainment for the
Eastern Oregon College and
Oregon College of Education
football game on October 28 at
Monmouth will be presented by
the Albany Scottish Pipes and
Drums. The group, including
pipers, drummers and dancers,
will provide a colorful show of
music and dance as part of the
festivities marking the annual
Dad's Day at OCE.

Coach Jacquiline Rice grimaces as Lane CC scores the game's
first goal but the Wolfettes came back for a 3-1 win.

Harriers bury
show good depth
by MITCH LIES
Last Saturday OCE's cross
country team came out of hiding
long enough to give the Southern
Oregon Red Raiders a quick
lesson in cross country, as they
took SOC over an eight mile
course and topped them 21 to 36.
SOC's John Barry was the
individual winner, as he covered
the eight miles in 41:14.5 OCE's
Rick Fordney, Kirk Gamble, Jim
Healy and Chris Fatland followed
Barry into the finishing chute.
Fordney finished well ahead of
Gamble, the defending district
champion, as they recorded
times of 42:26 and 42:52.
Jim Healy and Chris Fatland
were the next two finishers. Both
clocked 43:03. "Healy and
Fatland ran very well," said
Coach Don Spinas.
After this barrage of Wolf
runners the second Red Raider
finished. One place later came
OCE's John Othus, as he finished

in seventh place and the fifth
Wolve. "Othus had a bad day but
he'll come around/' said Spinas.
"Overall I was real pleased
with the way we ran the eight
miles, and I think we're forming
into a good cross country team,"
said Spinas.
This Saturday's opponent Lew
is and Clark are the defending
district champs but aren't nearly
as tough this year. The Wolves
shouldn't have any trouble
covering the five mile course at
Pier Park, as they've con
sistently worked out and raced
over their eight mile course.
Right now the Wolves have to
be considered as the favorites for
the district team title, and could
possibly sneak off with the
Conference trophy. When you
consider the Wolves topped SOC
while still only working out at the
% speed stage, it's kind of scary
thinking about what's going to
happen to other teams around
district meet time.
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The bagpipe band, which is
about fifteen years old, is selfsupporting and made up entirely
of
volunteer
performers.
Recently they appeared in the
OCE summer production of
Brigadoon. Other appearances
have been at the Lebanon
Strawberry Festival, Garibaldi,
Waldport, Astoria and Tillamook.
In the fall and winter the band
plays at various Tartan Balls
including one in Portland and
another in Albany.

JV back Ray Nix prepares to cut in recent contest against SOC.

Baby Wolves rally
for last minute win
by BOB FREEMAN

Raiders almost at will but the
offense just couldn't put a drive
Turnovers plagued the OCE JV together.
They had little problems in
football
team
when
they
Presently the group is trying to squeaked out a 7-2 win over SOC moving the ball as they cut the
form a school for future members last Monday. The Wolves didn't Raiders defense to ribbons but
of the pipe band. Free lessons will get their lone tally until there was they were plagued with many
be given to anyone who wishes to less than two minutes on the turnovers and penalties in key
learn the pipes or to dance. In clock as it looked as if SOC was situations.
terested persons should contact going to leave with an unThe Raiders safety came early
Pipe Major Gary D. Baker, 415 derserved win.
in the second half on fourth down.
Ponderosa Avenue, Corvallis
The Wolf defense did a The OCE center made a bad snap
97330
fantastic job as they held the Red and it sailed over the punters
head. When he turned to pursue
the ball he slipped and SOC had
two points.
OCE's TD was set up by a punt
down to the Raiders five yardline. The defense held them on
the seven for three plays and then
they had to punt into the wind.
The Wolves capitalized on the
first play from scrimmage when
quarterback Keith Morgan pitch
(Continued from page 10)
ed out to Ron Comstock for an
which
L a s t w e e k ' s p i c k i n g s w e r e o n l y s o - s o . O n l y p i c k e d .end,sweep
.
„ , had been OCE's

As I See It (Con'd)

Lovik's picks garner

.765 percentage

s e v e n of t e n w h i c h. d r o p p
e d m :y s e a s..o n ' s r e c o r d t o 26-8-0
TA.
A1
T
f o r a .765 p e r c e n t a g e . M i s s e d o n t h e A r k a n s a s - T e x a s ,
Oklahoma-Colorado and Oregon-Stanford games.
T h e r e a r e n o b i g g a m e s of n a t i o n a l c o n s e q u e n c e b u t
there are some important regional contests.
Arizona St. 6 over Air Force - A r e a l b a r n b u r n e r f o r
the Rockies championship.
Penn St. 7 over West Virginia - f o r t h e L a m b e r t
T r o p h y s y m b o l i z i n g E a s t e r n s u p r e m a c y u n l e s s t h e Ivy
League champ sneaks in.
Nebraska 6 over Oklahoma St. - t h e o n l y Big E i g h t
conference undefeateds. O-State upset winner over
Colorado is too tough for Cornhuskers to run up a big
score this week.
OCE 14 over EOC - T h e W o l v e s f i n a l l y p u t i t a l l
together.
California 3 over Washington - U p s e t s p e c i a l . T h e
Huskies are not the same team without Sixkiller and
they weren't that much to begin with.
USC 21 over Oregon - W e b f o o t ' s w i n o v e r S t a n f o r d
was a fluke.
Stanford 20 over Oregon St. - C a r d i n a l s will t a k e l a s t
weeks upset to Oregon out against hapless OSU.
UCLA 10 over Washington St. - B r u i n s s t o p t h e
Cougars three game win streak.
Others: L i n f i e l d o v e r L e w i s a n d C l a r k , P a c i f i c o v e r
Willamette.

«hnrt

Comstock pulled up short and
passed to Rooney for the TD with
1. 2 8 remaining Paul Chapan
added the PAT and OCE
squeaked out with a last minute
win-

Pinsters
sweep L&C
The men's varsity bowling
team opened the 1972-73 season
with a four game sweep of Lewis
and Clark. Leading the OCE
keglers was Rob Titus with a high
game of 221 and a 623 series.
Members of this year's men's
team include Len Peavy, Chuck
Peterson, Larry De Letts, Guy
Kampstra, and Doug Northcutt.
The girls' team will be selected
sometime this week.
The next match for the varsity
pinsters will be Nov. 2. Both
men's and women's squads will
travel to Portland to take on
Portland State.
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Community use
at schools proposed

Mark Gnswald, Inter-collegiate Knight, gives sneak preview of gremlin tactics that will be used
on visitors to the IK Haunted House. The Haunted House will be open this Friday and Saturday
(October 2/ & 28) from 7-10 p.m. and is located on 159 N. Monmouth. The cost is 25c per person with
the proceeds going to the Salem Memorial Pediatrics Ward.

Xerox 5c at

Lamron 2

Want ads

FOR SALE: Two 10 speed bikes $45 and $70 FOR SALE: 2 polyglass snow tires, 14",
Four chrome rims, 7x14, Chev, $40. call
mounted on Chevy Rims, $20, 838-4720.
838 3796.
FOR RENT: Mobile home space on 5
FOR SALE: 1964 Grand Prix, plush interior,
beautiful acres, midway between Cor
good running condition. $800or best otter.
vallis and Monmouth. For more in
Call 838-3659 morn, or weekends.
formation call 623 4957 after 6:00 p.m.
FOR RENT: One bedroom 19' trailer, set up
on space, $75 a month. Contact Dan or
Judy at 164 S Carton Apt. 3 Honeycomb.

DANCING: Come and join the Folk and
Square Dance Club beginning tonight
(Thurs) at 7:00 in the Dance Studio of the
Old Gym. No experience necessary, so
come and bring a friend!

Elect

BILL CADLE

at Todd Hall
Xerox copies can now be made
for 5 cents per copy in Todd Hall
on the first floor. Please see the
receptionist to log in your name
and she will give you any
information you need before
using the duplicator. Copies must
be paid for upon completion of the
duplicating. Hours - 9 to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
There are two machines - high
speed with automatic feeders and
automatic collators. Good clean
copy - and inexpensive. If you
have questions you may call
extension 391.

The City of Monmouth Parks
Board is presently in the process
of investigating the possibility of
using school facilities for com
munity oriented classes. The two
main schools concerned in this
immediate proposal would be
Monmouth Elementary School
and Campus Elementary School.
According to Linda Glaeser,
Vice-chairman of the Parks
Board for the City, the schools
now lie empty and un-used about
60 per cent of the time. Board
members feel that this is not
making use of the taxpayers
money to its fullest potential.
They are proposing that the
schools be opened after school, in
the evenings, and on weekends to
accomodate classes and ac
tivities for the community.
The classes would be deter
mined by community interest but
could include such things as
yoga, macrame, folk and square
dance, typing, basketball,
volleyball or any other activities
where sufficient interest merited
a class. The classes and other
activities would be open to
everyone
including
OCE
students.
At the present time board
members are considering the
possibility of using qualified
Oregon College students as
teachers for various classes.
They also plan on investigating
the possibility of incorporating
this teaching experience with the
field experience required in the
Sophomore Block program for
elementary and secondary
teachers.
The proposed Community
Schools program will go before
the District 13-J Board of
Education sometime in January.
Until then Park Board members
are contacting various local
organizations and individuals to
determine the degree of com
munity interest. Their findings
will be presented to the District
Board.
A similar proposal to use

Oregon College facilities was
made last year for a gymnastics
class, but was rejected by
business affairs Director John
Sparks. Sparks re-stated for
Lamron 2 reporter his reasons for
rejection.
A number of groups who are
not directly related to the college
have sought use of OCE facilities
in the past. Sparks' stand has
been and still is one of staunch
refusal. He justifies his actions on
the basis that college facilities
are for the college students and
should they be rented out the
students would not be able to use
them.

BM program
sponsored
for overweight
A behavior modification
program for overweight female
students is being conducted by
Dr. Merle Keesey of the
education department and Dr.
Joel Newman of the counseling
center. It is a full year program
that will require approximately
two hours per week from each
participant.
Dr. Keesey will head the
classroom instruction and Dr.
Newman will conduct a weekly
group seminar. Girls who are 50
pounds overweight or more are
preferred.
Anyone interested in par
ticipating should contact Dr.
Keesey at Ed 140, ext. 431 or call
her home phone, 838-2781.

IK DANCE
FRIDAY 9-12
OPE

V.D. blues

(A Concerned Candidate)

For safety's sake...

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 34

Environment

Education

by DAVID WATKINS
"Don't give a dose to the one
you love most," is the closing
message of the show V.D. Blues,
shown in September on Channel
10, and now available through the
Campus Educational Media
Center.
The show is many things - well
done, controversial, informative
funny - but it tells the facts, and
gets the message across in terms
everyone can understand.
Dick Cavett narrates the hour
long telecast; and in doing so, he
has brought to the screen some
long needed information. I don't
know how many people the show
reached, but it wasn't nearly
enough I'm sure.
Even if you feel that you
already know everything about
syphillis and gonorrhea, the show

qUaHty education for all our
young
convinced him that wiTnppd*8 °n sch(K)1 boards has
01? S tate financed aid
but not to the extent that Inr-ai™
]
al contro1 over our schools
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will supply you with two things:
1) Information you didn't know
(like gonorrhea's permanent
damage potential s if untreated;
and the most complete list of
symptoms for V.D. I've ever seen
in one place) and,
2) A well spent hour of interest
and humor (like Cavett's per
sonal reference to V.D. as the
"Johnny Carson" disease).
From the opening drama of the
doctor and patient referring to
V.D. as "silver lips" and "gondola, to the closing song by Dr.
Hook and the Medicine Band the
show is well put together and
worth a lot more than one hour's
viewing time.
If you want to see it, talk to the
Media Center, or, have your
favorite prof talk to the center.
They 11 schedule it into any open
time and show it over the campus
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video network. Then all you have
to do is find an empty classroom
with a TV set in it for that hour,
crank up the set to channel four
or eleven (find out from the Ed
Media Center which one) and
watch it.
(Another place you might find
a TV is in the TV room in the
student center. Mere mention of
this place brings cries of "It's
fictitious," or, "Unfounded
rumor!!!" Well, it does exist. It's
in the basement where the pool
tables are, right next to the men's
john. As of Tuesday, all the
necessary equipment was there
(TV, chairs, cables, plug-ins,
etc.) but the TV wasn't hooked up
- probably some budget or labor
shortage.)
Also, it is my understanding
that the campus telecasts are
carried over the cable service in
the Monmouth area, so you could
enjoy it in your living room, if
you're on the cable.
It might be a good idea to get a
bunch of your friends together, so
that the Media Center doesn't
have to show it once for everyone
on campus. Besides, it's more
interesting in mixed company
anyway.
At any rate, it is a must viewing
tor everyone who is about to
engage in sexual activity, those
Who are still doing it, and those
who keep giving it one last try.

